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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 88.38 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 18.56 €

Product details:
Product code: F5L904EABLK
EAN: 0745883747795
Manufacturer: Belkin

106.94 €
* VAT included
LITE AS AIR
The perfect companion for your iPad (5th Generation), the Ultimate Lite Keyboard Case is thin and portable, yet durable
and packed with features. A fully protective case keeps you and your iPad truly mobile, a premium aluminum keyboard
with well-spaced keys delivers an enhanced typing experience, and advanced power management features preserve
optimal battery life. Holding your iPad at the perfect viewing angle for typing, or switching easily to media mode for
movies or presentations, Ultimate Lite Keyboard Case is easy to use anywhere. And despite its superior performance
and durable features, it's still light and portable enough for your life on the move.
MADE FOR IPAD
Designed specifically for iPad 5th Generation (2017), the Ultimate Lite Keyboard Case is the ideal companion in every
way: from the form-fitting protective case and aluminum finish keyboard, to its sophisticated power management
features and lightweight, ultra-thin design.
LIGHTER THAN LIGHT
Following in the footsteps of our pioneering keyboard for iPad Air, this light, slim keyboard boasts all the benefits of the
Ultimate Lite Keyboard Case, plus compatibility with the iPad (5th Generation).
POWER MANAGEMENT
Smart Sensing Technology and Autowake features turn the keyboard on and off as needed, and put your iPad in sleep
mode when not in use. This advanced power management technology provides a keyboard battery life of up to six
months between charges.
THE PERFECT VIEWING ANGLE
Secure magnets hold your iPad at the ideal angle for maximum visibility whether you're typing or watching a movie.
Plus, a neat foldaway option for the keyboard in media mode makes your iPad stronger, more mobile and more
functional than ever.
Main specifications:

Design
Colour of product:
Cover:
Material:

Black
Y
Aluminium

Performance
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Maximum screen size compatibility:

Apple
iPad (2017)iPad Air
9.7 "

Power
Power source:

Other features

Battery

Built-in battery:

Y

Packaging content
Cables included:

Micro-USB

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

